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About This Game

New Year's clicker with New Year's achievements!

There is no New Year's mood? Play the New Year's clicker! This game will be a good gift for you and your friends!

Your goal is to buy all the gifts for the new year! Each gift hides behind itself a heap of achievements!

                                                               Play, click, gift!

Features:

- Simple clicker;

- New Year's music;

- New Year's achievements;

- Pleasant price;
  Happy New year and Merry Christmas!
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happy new year clicker

Typical add-on pack. Expands your game, nothing wrong with that. Some will use some will not. Great game though. Better than
the 2nd game. Its clear what you're getting, Over priced DLC of course, like most, but frequently on sale. Worth it then.. DO
NOT BUY THIS GAME , SAVE YOUR MONEY !!!

Despite the idea is great and the game have potential, there is a stupid bug with the ice which make you run out of it and
consequently your astronauts die of famine or dehydration after 30 minutes of game !! This bug was never fixed by the
developers and according their own words they don\u00b4t have intentions to fix it at all. This make the game unplayable and
very frustrating for the players. Thus save your money and DON\u00b4t BUY THIS GAME unless one day the developers
change their minds and finally fix it.. It it appears that Paradox is deleting my negative review of this game. Criticism is not
allowed its seems. As so. I have decided to give the whole game and DLC a negatieve review. A good and detailed short game!
the story telling is good and the short time for making choices is great and make sense in matters like revolutions and the fast
paced events that happen over and over.
i guess i will play this game for second and third time just for figuring out what will happen in other endings.
as i live in Iran, i can't tell you how much i liked this game. i wish the choices i made in this game would have happen in real life
so the revolution of people stayed in people's hands not being stolen by "Them".
Thanks goes to developers for this awesome historical adventure.. i enjoy this game and wait for updates. Typical french game.
A convoluted system and a poorly optimized engine. Pseudo Manga art style close to something like Dofus, blatantly copied. It's
lazy and shameless. It's made with unity, what did I expect?
Apaprently was financed through kickstarter... I feel for the backers.

Got refunded. Stay away

-----------------------------------------------------

Jeu fran\u00e7ais typique. Syst\u00e8me de jeu complexifi\u00e9 juste pour se sentir unique. Comment tortiller du cul pour
chier droit. Moteur graphique optimis\u00e9 avec les pieds. Style pseudo manga directement d\u00e9riv\u00e9 de Dofus,
plagi\u00e9 ici sans vergogne. C'est pr\u00e9tencieux et fait a la va vite. Un truc cod\u00e9 sur Unity, j'aurai du m'y attendre.
Ca a \u00e9t\u00e9 financ\u00e9 via Kickstarter apparement. J'ai mal pour ceux qui ont soutenu le projet.

J'ai demand\u00e9 le remboursement. A fuir.. Sick and bored of normal story VNs about everyday life, a hero on a journey, a
guy surrounded by beautiful girls, solving murders and mysteries? Looking for something unusual, dark and filled with
bloodshed? Then Sickness is the VN for you!

It's not exactly a groundbreaking story or anything but it's not often you get to play the bad guy. A lot of small details are
overlooked and despite being titled "Sickness" we never get an explanation about it nor did it have a huge impact in the story,
they mentioned that the MC got a head injury and stayed at the hospital but never explained what exactly happened :P

So, just stroll in the life of Suoh Tesla a 17 year old dropout doing all he can to get money in this horrible town.. A pug, a
penguin, and a cat
Went a jumping, fancy that
In desert, fields, and the snow
That's really all you need to know

It's sold at a decent price
And the game is rather nice
You'll always want to top your score
Which will keep you playing more. Definately worth it. If not just for the awesome new night maps and extra quad skins, then
to support this amazing development team that has been bringing out free updates since the very beginning of this game :D
Absolutely love this DLC, somehow they even made the Drawing Board look amazing XD Thanks Lugus for your continued
support for this game!. A fantastic game, graphically rich and brilliantly put together for Halloween. This game was very easy to
purchase (and at a great price) and easy to download and install. The game has a great atmosphere, even the first scene makes
you jump! A great purchase, highly recommended to adventure enthusiasts and ghost hunters alike.
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So I played this game for 11 minutes and beat it. Well I kind of beat it. The end is bugged so it is impossible to beat. Game gets
a nice 1\/10. Now that I'm up to Level 85 I figured it was time to give this game a review.
This is a criminally underrated Match 3 game! Pleasant, polished, and extremely relaxing.
Highly recommended and well worth its price.. This may look like a silly boring game but it's actually quite fun if you like fast
paced firt person shooters and\/or building games.. It won't work i trid for 9 hours of just dowlouding 5 mins of playingor lessi
don't think you should play this game unless you have the best wifi the best pc and modidor. Great game! One of the best arcade-
style zombie games around, pretty simple to understand and fun to play. The mechanics of the game are great, the developers
are active and constantly pushing new updates through our feedback. The best part is that you get the feel of being there since
there is no teleport option and as you move in your play area, you move in your fixed spot to grab stuff around. Everything is
proportionally right, it feels so real that I even dropped the controllers over the invisible table in front of me!

Totally recommended.. Amazing Game. (But is free, apogee release as freware).
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